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The unique collection of images in the “Emulsion Bible” by Powell, 

Fowler, and Perkins.



Fragmentation of relativistic nucleus of galactic originFragmentation of relativistic nucleus of galactic origin

≈ 8A GeV Calcium≈ 8A GeV Calcium



8B 0.769 s
10B 19.8% 11B 80.2 %

12C 98.89 %11C 20.38 m

12N 11.0 ms

9C 0.1265 s 10C 19.2 s

7Li 92.5 %

7Be 53.3 d 9Be 100%

6Li 7.5 %



≈ 10 cm

Nuclear track emulsion:Nuclear track emulsion:Nuclear track emulsion:
0.5 0.5 0.5 μμμm resolutionm resolutionm resolution



60 μm

Crystal of silver-bromide - 0.2 μm

Atom - 10-4 μm

Proton - 10-9 μm

Photo of a human hair superposed on a photoPhoto of a human hair superposed on a photo of nuclear star nuclear star 
produced by relativistic by relativistic sulphursulphur nucleus nucleus 







Photo of a human hair superposed on nuclear star in nuclear track Photo of a human hair superposed on nuclear star in nuclear track 
emulsionemulsion
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3Не dissociation 2=1+1
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6Li →He + H



9Be→2He @1.2A GeV 
“white” star

This star is called “white” because it is not accompanied by fragments 
of target nuclei or mesons. 



A star with proton recoil (s-particle)
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9Be→2He @1.2 A GeV

A star with the production of one b-particle 
(heavy fragment of target nucleus) 
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8В→7Be+Н @ 1.2A GeV
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10B → 2He + H @ 1A GeV 



9C → 8B + p @1.2A GeV
8BB

pp

9C → 6H @1.2A GeV
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14N → 3He+H @ 2A GeV

He

Event of dissociation of a N nucleus in peripheral interaction into 
three He and one H fragments. Total charge is equal to 7.
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16O→(8Be)+2He @3.65 A GeV

88BeBe

Event of dissociation of oxygen nucleus in peripheral interaction 
into four He fragments. This narrow pair was identified as a 
relativistic 8Be decay. 
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24Mg→2+2+2+2+2+2 @3.65A GeV

Event of dissociation of a Mg nucleus in peripheral interaction into 
six He fragments.



Au @10.7 A GeV



Conclusions

An extensive collection of macrophotos and videos about 
the interactions of relativistic nuclei is created. 

For its development is required to move from step 
photography to a continuous video  recording.

Current level of collection requires a new level of  logistics Current level of collection requires a new level of  logistics 
for accessing to files or new software interface.

Our purpose consisted in drawing  attention to the 
evergrowing collection. Our materials can be easily accessed and 
used for development of intuition, thinking about new researches 
and pedagogical work.  

Thank you for your attention!
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